### The future of housing assistance is:
- **Rosy**: 32%
- **Bleak**: 68%

### How well is housing assistance matched to housing need?
- **It is matching needs**: 0%
- **Meets the needs of only those who need it most**: 26%
- **It is not matching needs**: 74%

### The best way to address housing need and Australia's changing demographic is to:
- **Target those most in need regardless of tenure**: 14%
- **Intervene early to prevent housing issues**: 58%
- **Increase supply**: 28%

### Social housing supply in Australia is
- **wholly inadequate**: 66%
- **broadly fit for purpose**: 11%
- **growing and changing on a wave of innovation**: 23%

### The key focus for supply strategies should be to:
- **leverage existing social housing assets**: 7%
- **build a diversified affordable housing industry**: 56%
- **attract institutional finance**: 32%
- **something else all together**: 5%

### The most important idea for the future of tenancy management is:
- **improving tenant choice of landlord**: 14%
- **improving tenant engagement in service delivery**: 38%
- **provision of support services by landlords**: 18%
- **better quality tenancy management by landlords**: 29%

### The key barrier to realising better tenancy management in the future is:
- **lack of social and affordable housing supply**: 17%
- **inertia of past practice will take a long time to overcome**: 27%
- **growing complexity of challenges faced by tenants**: 56%

### The matter requiring our most urgent attention is:
- **understanding need so that assistance is better tailored**: 26%
- **innovative social housing supply strategies that deliver growth**: 63%
- **tenancy management reform to deliver better outcomes for tenants**: 10%
- **to follow New Zealand's housing reforms**: 0%

### Housing assistance in 2026 will be deemed successful because Australia will have:
- **sorted Federal-State collaboration**: 16%
- **conducted more research**: 4%
- **delivered on ambitious State housing strategies with targets**: 27%
- **developed an affordable housing industry**: 52%

### The future of housing assistance is:
- **Rosy**: 34%
- **Bleak**: 66%